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Starting a Splashpad Project 
ABC has worked with many communities and organizations to design and build splashpads  
to suit the specific needs of each customer. To begin a discussion about your splashpad  
project, a site evaluation is extremely beneficial.  The more information we  
have about your project, the more accurate our assessment will be.

Where is the site located?

How big is the site?

Is there power to the site?

Where will water be coming from?

Have you considered what you will do with 
the water that drains from the splashpad? 

What is your budget?

What is your timeline?

If you know the answer to all of these questions,  
great!  If you only know the answers to a few,  
that’s okay too.  We can help you find the  
information you need to make an  
informed decision.  

ABC Splashpad Advantage
In addition to offering our customers the best quality aquatic play  
products in the industry, there are several other advantages to doing  
business with ABC Recreation.  Here are just a few.

• ABC has installed more than 500 splashpads throughout Ontario  
and Atlantic Canada.  Our Canadian supplier, Vortex Aquatic  
Structures, has over 7,000 installations worldwide.

• ABC prides itself in offering the highest level of customer service  
and customer satisfaction.  We’re not happy with the finished  
product until you are.

• Free consultation and design services.

• Highly experienced sales/consulting team.

• Dedicated inside sales/support team.

• Our certified installers and maintenance team provide  
exceptional service. We can develop a service plan to suit  
your needs if you don’t have the staff to maintain your site. 
 

Splashpad®  

Water Journey™ 

Poolplay™ & Elevations™ 
Elements can enhance your pool or lazy 
river to provide an engaging and fun  
environment for all ages. Elevations™  
add an extra dimension to pools to  
offer multi-level adventure in  
a stimulating environment.
 

Water  
Play  
Solutions 

Spraypoint® 
A low flow solution that utilizes light mists and small  
directional water streams. This reduced and controlled  
water dispersion means you can introduce water play  
in almost any environment.

Waterslides
Whether you are designing a full-fledged  

waterpark or the tiniest toddler spray play  
area, waterslides will always command attention 

and exert their magnetic pull on kids of all ages. 
 That’s what makes them such amazing additions  

to any facility, indoors or out.
 

Splashpad®   
A dynamic, zero-depth aquatic play area that provides endless hours of fun  
for the entire family. Splashpad® combines the sensations of different water 
movements—flowing, misting, and jetting—with over 250 diverse features  
for an unequaled aquatic play adventure.

Water Journey™ 
Inspired by nature’s flowing streams, Water Journey™ is a collection of four  
events providing different play experiences. Water Journey™ experiences take  
the youngest water play fans on journeys of discovery through playscapes  
of the imagination, where the water flows gently with multiple elements to  
move, touch and manipulate.



Recirculation 
Recirculation is a closed circuit system that recycles  
and disinfects the water to and from the play area  
through the advanced Water Quality Management  
System (WQMS). 

Repurpose 
Repurposing systems are sustainable solutions that are  
designed to integrate with the overall project scope and  
needs by reusing the Splashpad® or Spraypoint® effluent  
water for surface or sub-surface irrigation. These systems  
are simple to operate and require minimal maintenance. 

Flow-Through 
Flow-through systems are easy to operate, low  
maintenance and eco-friendly solutions to manage  
water use for Splashpad® or Spraypoint®. These systems  
use potable water that goes through the play area.  
Effluent water is then returned to the municipal stormwater  
or wastewater system, or percolated back to the water table. 

Maestro • Intelligent Water Control 
Maestro is a user-friendly and site serviceable controller enabling full  
control of multiple aquatic play and display solutions with the added benefit  
of optional remote monitoring to create unique aquatic play experiences.

Water Management Solutions
Water management is a vital component to the success of any splashpad project. With options for any size splashpad,  
Vortex water management solutions are specifically engineered for your project. Vortex provides a range of sustainable  
water management solutions with the best operating efficiency and the highest standards of water quality in the industry.  
Vortex water management solutions meet and exceed all regional and environmental standards and regulations.

Contact ABC Recreation to learn more  
about the right water management  
system for your splashpad.
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